
Day 2 Summary - Morning 

• Simplified Source Models for PVNGS – Walling 
– SSC recommendations simplified to capture 

important trends in hazard (30 faults at more than 
200-400 km; 4 background sources for local 
distances < 200km) 

– Path effects (northern and southern sectors) 
– Why NGA-W1? Wanted to use same base 

(reference) case as before – will examine 
differences with NGA-W2 

* Spelling in the document corrected after Workshop #3 



Logic Tree Structure - Youngs 
• Source types (DCPP: M5-8 SS and M5-7.5 Reverse; PVNGS: Distributed normal M5-

7 R~40km, M5-8 SS large distance) 
• Discussed reasoning behind GMPE model selection for each site and case. 
• Distributed normal faults PVNGS 

– Data set 1 NGA-W2 
– Data set 2 possibly European data sets. 
– Models evaluated using relative likelihood, mean bias, comparison with GMPE in the Sammons 

framework 
– No nearby fault hazards 
– Hanging wall modeled with Rjb 
– Model-to-model variability (magnitude independence or dependence) 
– Statistical uncertainties (tau and phi) 

• We need to capture Distant SS fault PVNGS 
– Data set1 NGA-W2 
– Data set2 normal 
– Path adjustments (Mohave, Salton Trough) 
– Models evaluated using relative likelihood, mean bias, comparison with GMPE in the Sammons 

framework 
– Magnitude dependence 
– Statistical uncertainties 

• Yousef – Idriss model is not appropriate even at 200 km – Bob we are evaluating 
the models 

• Yousef – what is the schedule for this – Norm, plan is to be completed in July 



Hazard Feedback and Sensitivity 
Results - Walling 

• Median motion sensitivity 
– Idriss/base-model > 1 at 0.5 Hz for distant earthquake case 
– Distances sources are sensitive to 1e-4 hazard at 0.5 Hz; Local source are sensitive at PGV 
– Distant sources are insensitive to 1e-4 hazard at PGA; Local sources are insensitive at 0.5 Hz 
– Used as published values of sigma 

• Mixture model for sigma for a “fat tail” distribution.  
– Two normal distributions with a common mean and sigmas of 0.58 and 0.72 

• Sigma sensitivity 
– Comparison was made between the mixed model and the base case which assumes a sigma of 0.65 
– Adrian: why is the mixture model not centered on 1 on the tornado plot,  is the fat tail required? 

• Norm says that we need to try to isolate the different contributors to make more sense about this Update the 
tornado plot to isolate the individual branch 

– Stewart what is the rational for not using the published sigmas? 
• Norm we want to do this because we are going to single station sigma some published models don’t have them 
• Stewart: why not adjust as published sigmas – If this is discussed later lets table it for now 

• Tau Epistemic uncertainty 
– At PGA: Take away variation is not large 
– At PGA: Median falls less than 1 in the ratio with the base case 
– At 0.5 Hz: all models fall below 1 some variation 

• PhiSS Epistemic uncertainty 
– PGA 1e-4, values less than 1, median less than 1, some variation 
– PGA 1e-6, values less than 1, median much less than 1, very large variation with a low outlier 

(Melanie will identify with GMPE later) 



Hazard Feedback and Sensitivity 
Results - Walling 

• Epistemic uncertainty in PhiSS at 0.5 Hz 
– Ralph pointed out that the systematics in which the values 

get smaller from the upper, median to lower distributions 
is not seen – Melanie agreed this is unusual and that she 
still needs to look into what might be going on. 

• Epistemic uncertainties in PhiSP due to path effects 
does not show much variation 

• McGuire – it might be helpful to explain to people why 
on the tornado plots the values are less than 1 
– The reason is that these are with respect to the base case 

which is NGA-W1 – the new models all have lower 
medians due to the anelastic attenuation term 



GM Models for Host AZ Sources - 
Abrahamson 

• Presentation of reasons for considering or not considering GMPE models for 
the median 

• Evaluation data sets  
– NGA-W2, M>5, R<70 + data sets from each developer (suggested by Yousef B.) 
– Europe, M>5, R< 70 

• Logic Tree Structure 
• Day: are these data sets being used to develop weights for the base models 

obtained for the different sammons map regions? Yes, we will discuss later 
how we will decide on the zones, and the range of motions within a zone 

• Heaton: This is called a logic tree but it is really a mixing model, because 
weights are assigned and not probabilities. One of the branches ought to be 
non-gaussian. Norm, yes, and we are calling that the fat tail model. Youngs: 
it would be incorporated in the magnitude-dependent/magnitude-
independent branches, but our present thinking is that it will always be fat 
tail in terms of the aleatory variability branch. Heaton, says he could 
provide distributions with slap-down observations in which it will not be 
normal. Norm: Bob you should incorporate a fat tail branch if we do not 
decide to go only with a fat tail distribution of sigma. 



GM Models for Host AZ Sources - 
Abrahamson 

• Normal earthquakes in GMPEs. ASB has many more normal events, however there are only 1 to a few 
recordings per event 

• There is large uncertainty in the normal faulting factor, NGA-W2 is driven by SS and reverse data sets. 
The European GMPEs have more normal events but they do not have much reverse data. 

– B. Chiou – Demonstrate that the Rjb common model captures the  hanging wall effects. 
– McGuire – has anyone tried to calculate a confidence interval on these factors. It looks like yours would not be 

statistically significant? 
• Yes we’ve looked at confidence intervals. In ASK it would not be statistically significant. In BSSA they have 

uncertainties of -0.1 and a mean of about -0.2. 
• Heaton we can never assess statistical significance without performing a predictive test. The problem is there are 

not enough data to do so. 
– Day - what is the reason for the lack of mean centering? 

• In ASK he limited it to -0.1 because he did not want to fit NML factors more because the sparse data would then 
lead to changes to other aspects of the model 

• CY – we got numbers more negative than 2008 with the NGA-W2 data set so they kept the same numbers from 
2008 in the updated model. 

• Yousef – there is one earthquake that dominates in NGA-W2 and it is L’Aquila. Ken – L’Aquila is an outlier. They found 
a tradeoff between depth scaling and NML factor 

• Comparison of NML event terms with respect to a SS model PGA. 
– ASK NM/SS=-0.1 (ln units) 
– CY -0.2 
– CB -0.253 
– Bindi -0.006 

• Comparison of NML event terms with respect to a SS model 0.5 Hz values are generally smaller. 



GM Models for Host AZ Sources - 
Abrahamson 

• Common Functional Form uses Rjb because that captures some of the FW and HW behavior 
• Mean event Term Sammons map T=0.01s of a Normal Event data subset – this is a plot of the mean 

event term required to be added to each sampled GMPE (normal faulting models) point to fit the data 
subset for normal events. 

– Someone: Why not plot the models not used to construct the map? This might have value in that it will help with the 
centering decisions and it will highlight those regions of the map that we know the models should not be applied because 
of either the use of irrelevant data, or not having key model terms. 

– McGuire – please explain the x and y axes ranges – there is no short answer to that (because it is Euclidean norm mapping 
based on the GMPEs that go constructing the map) 

– Heaton – why isn’t there a strike-slip local case? In trans-tensional environments there are both strike-slip and normal 
events? 

– Ross Hartleb (project manager for PVNGS) – We will have a strike-slip case. Norm: We will then need to build a strike-slip 
case. 

• Mean Event Term Sammons map T=2s of a Normal Event data subset 
• Regionalization of Sammons space – an elliptical grid was shown – Question what should the shape be? 

Where should it be centered? The argument is that more weight would be given in the direction toward 
the European models and less weight in the opposite direction particularly in regions of lower likelihood. 

– Ralph in a region how do you choose which GMPE to use? 
– Dreger: One way would be to divide regions in terms of the range of fitting parameters in each region. Norm – alternatively we could 

define regions in terms of the effect on the hazard. 
– Need to put magnitude and distance markers to provide a roadmap on how to read the distribution of models in the Sammons space 
– Plotting GMPES that were argued not to be relevant for a particular source class could also be helpful in giving and idea of range 
– McGuire – If instead of the event term you plotted the magnitude term. The contours would be different. Yes. Would you use a 

different stencil? Magnitude and distance scaling are just different directions on the plot so everything is there and the single stencil  
can still be used. Robin: Then you should have a model at the top and the bottom because they are equally likely. Norm: Yes, but it is 
here where we will evaluate the models in terms of whether the scaling in those regions is physical. 



Approach for Median Distant California Events - 
Wooddell 

• Median path term for northern, transitional, and southern source regions – Review of AZ data comparisons 
– Watson-Lamprey conclusion that comparisons of AZ data with NGA-W2 California station data and GMPEs indicates that no path corrections 

are required –  
– Updated work, adjusting GMPEs with available event terms, and correcting AZ data to VS30=500m/s continues to support this conclusion 

• Stewart: clarification that the event terms are based on the NGA-W2 data set and not recomputed with the additional data – Yes. 
• Event 280: CB is high – we need to check the El Mayor 1 second event term used 
• Event 1017: CY is high – check on 0.2 second event term 
• Walling: Many of the AZ data are plotting lower than the GMPE if this is true how can the relationships also be consistent? Norm: We will show that the factors are small and we can 

correct for it. 
• Heaton:  Magnitudes are different, and they are uncertain. Toro: Magnitude uncertainty is taken into account on the source side of the regressions. 
• Graizer: Q is higher (attenuation should be lower), but the amplitudes are lower. Please explain this, and be sure to include this discussion in report documents. 

• Plan to use 4 GMPE to construct Sammons map 
– Question for Nico are four enough or do we need to use more. Nico: we need more we can develop averaged model to add which should 

stabilize the generation of the map 
• Compute: 

– Between and within event terms from the nine stations surrounding PVNGS for each GMPE 
• No statistical difference between the north, transitional and southern regions. Norm: We need a larger data set and there are non TA array data that can be used for this. 

– Compute mean site term (delS2S) 
• Shows a distance dependence that may be showing Q starting to show up. 
• Mean values are negative corresponding to 10 to 20%  

– Compute Site Corrected within event residuals 
• Centered around zero 

– Separate into North and South Regions 
– Compute Path Terms 
– Compute Epistemic Uncertainty in Path Term 
– Ken – is this single path phi? Norm: what is done is to   substract site term, and then subtract the region term (north/south) Christine: Why 

not call this a region term? Norm: we are open to a new name if a suitable one can be found. 
• Need to use a larger data set not just the TA array 
• Need to evaluate how to separate the north and south regions 
• Logic Tree 

– Branch assume delS2S is zero (same as california) or mean delS2S is not the same 
– Branch North event terms – event terms are zero (same as california) or region specific  
– Branch South event terms – event terms are zero (same as california) or region specific   
– Branch path term: North, South P-hat 1.6 stdev – median - -1.6stdev Norm: We should add a third branch that there is not path term. 
– Combination effect  Ken: What is this. Bob: We would convolve everything on the left of the logic tree meaning that it doesn’t matter where the term 

comes from to collapse it into a single branch in the larger logic tree structure. Adrian: There can possibly be correlation issues. 



Day 2 Summary - Afternoon 

 



Logic Tree Structure and Models for 
Phi – Al-Atik 

• Reviewed definitions of sigma, phi and tau 
• Reviewed logic tree 
• Single-station phi approach 
• Data 

– NGA-W2 plus Taiwanese 
– At workshop 2 it was shown phiSS was consistent with 3 NGA-W2 model results presenting results for BSSA model and ? 
– Reviewed data distribution 

• Considerations for phiSS Logic Tree 
– Why the increase in phiSP-S 
– Find an explanation for later phiSS for vs30 
– Stdev of deltaS2S 
– Regional dependence 

• McGuire: Is phiSS and average over all stations in Japan? It is computed after removing site term and then averaging over all stations. 
• Archuleta: Why is there such a big change at 1 second period? The trend is magnitude dependent and disappears for M>5, however not for 

Japan. This could be due to the fact that there are only 3 events in the Japanese data set. One can conclude there is not much difference in 
phiSS for M>5 for regions that have a lot of data. 

– Magnitude dependence 
• For M>5 california shows mag dependence, but not the global data set. 

– Distance dependence 
• Stewart there is an increase for R>200 km which is probably the anelastic effect. 

– Style of faulting dependence 
• Normal has smaller phiSS in Cali data, but global data does not show much dependence 

– VS30 
• phiSS increases with increasing VS30 (larger variability in rock sites). Norm: why is there more variability for harder sites speculating soil 

sites are flatter whereas rock sites may have large topographic effects. It was suggested that this might be due to greater uncertainty in 
estimates of VS30 for harder sites, particularly the inferred sites. Norm: argued that site has been removed this is what is left over.  Toto: 
input shape on the effect on response spectra – Norm agrees that this could be a factor. He suggested it would be good to look at values 
based on PGA averages. Stewart: it could also be due to non-linearity 

– DCPP three-branches (constant, mag-dep-california-m>5 global  
– PVNGS one-branch NML constant-phiSS; one-branch SS constant-phiSS 



Logic Tree Structure and Models for 
Phi – Al-Atik 

• Ergodic vs phiSS comparisons 
• Magnitude dependent ergodic vs phiSS comparisons 
• Approach 

– Compute deltaS2S, compute single-station within-event residuals, compute phiSS 
– Compute phiSP for two source regions 

• Correcting for North source region causes the phiSP-N to increase which is unusual and Linda has verified it is not an 
error 

• phiSP-S behaves as expected 
– Distribution of phiSS,S=variability of phiSS from site to site. The range is phiSS 0.275-0.875 Norm: these 

are site characteristics that have not been tracked before in hazard analysis Christine: performed a similar 
analysis for Japanese data and did not find as large of a range (small-0.25). 

– Separate phiSS,s by site class 
– Epistemic uncertainty on phiSS using std[phiSS]=0.1 this is possibly overestimated Stewart: you should 

probably look at this as a function of magnitude and vs30 to identify systematics. 
• Comparison of other models 

− PRP phiSS models – Good agreement between pegasos model and her’s 
− Hanford model (phiSS tapers to ergodic at long period)  - Norm: Adrian’s simulation result is showing that the 

variability we see inferred to be due to  small numbers sampling. If we had enough observations at a station the 
C.O.V. of phiSS would decrease to 0.1.  

− Luzi et al model – good agreement with the DCPP model 
− Bindi ergodic phi 

• Summary 
• Correct potential spatial correlation bias 
• Repeat phiSS analysis using final set of NGA-W2 residuals 
• phiSS using normal data 
• Mixture models 
• Epistemic uncertainty on PhiSS 



Other Issues for Sigma - Youngs 
• Within event residuals for ASK and CY have heavy tails for PGA and longer periods 
• Heavy tails also occur in phi 
• Representing Heavy-Tailed Distributions – Mixture model 

– Two normal distributions – Norm: is this fit or trial and error – It is a formal regression Heaton: please 
clarify process – analysis is performed on residuals in log space and assuming the mixture (sum) of two 
normal distributions. Heaton: what is a physical example – Bob: what we have is a ln(GM) at a station for 
one EQ and then another ln(GM) for a different station for another EQ, and we have many of these and 
taken together the observations indicate that they have fatter tails than a normal distribution. This is an 
approach to allow fatter tails in the hazard analysis. The observation is that Stewart: can the mixture be 
of two different types of distributions – Yes Yousef: are there separate branches Norm: yes as Linda 
showed. Norm: we are going to 4 stdev with is not significant at 1e-6 and 1e-7 Heaton: you may want to 
use a power-law distribution 

• Works well from ergodic phi 
• Works well for phiSS 
• Need to do more periods and GMPE residuals 
• Examine mixture models by regions 

– Alternative power-law distribution for the upper tail – initial analysis of a pareto distribution can be 
reasonably described by a mixture of two normal distributions Budnitz: you don’t need to have a physical 
explanation you need a way to move forward in the analysis. This is an approach for that. 

 
• Effect of Spatial Correlation 

– Little effect at < 0.3 sec 
– Minor reduction in phi for small mags (M5) at longer periods, resulting minor differences in total sigma 
– Reduction in tau for large magnitudes resulting in 10 to 20% increases in total sigma – Baker will be here 

tomorrow for further discussion 
– We need to look more in into this 



Logic Tree Structure and Models for 
Tau – Al-Atik 

• Magnitude break of proposed model 
– Apply magnitude break points of M5.5 and M7 to simplify and 

smooth through the different break points of the considered 
GMPE models 

• Proposed central model 
– Stewart point out that there is a trend in period with the 

majority of other models 
– Campbell pointed out the different magnitude scaling of Zhao 

and Somerville commented that Zhao uses a method other than 
vs30 for site 

– Zhao model is not applicable to small magnitudes  
– Evaluate Zhao tau at large magnitudes and long-periods 

• Epistemic uncertainty in tau 
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